Add a valuable product to your family safety line-up and increase sales, revenue and customer LTV.

SafePath Home can become an important part of your VAS strategy and allow you to attract new subscribers with an innovative and easy way to secure their home network and all devices used in their home.

Our white-label solution is a cloud-managed router agent that is router agnostic and integrates with any 5G modem and broadband router. All devices connected to the router can be managed. Security filtering, anti-phishing and safe browsing features add an extra layer of protection for consumers and additional opportunity for you to market a robust solution.

All the Controls in Just One Simple App

Customize from a comprehensive list of functions made for real-world families and scenarios.

Increase ARPU & LTV per subscriber. Create genuine subscriber value to create trusted a relationship with consumers, rather than a simply transactional, price-based relationship.

Reduce risk by choosing a partner who understands the complexities of working with top tier carriers.

We protect people, not just devices. SafePath provides simple app-based management for families to identify, secure and manage all connected devices, including assigning usage rules to each device depending on the family member who uses it.

- Suspend Internet
- Filter
- Time Limits
- Bedtime
- Usage
- History
- Off Time
- Rewards
Solutions from a trusted partner of MNOs who understand business and challenges to provide products that spur growth, respond to market, create branding opportunities and build trust.

We’ll manage the implementation and provide the support you need to launch and grow the service.

**Peace of Mind on Any Device, Anytime, Anywhere**

SafePath Home is a family-friendly carrier-branded app that can be easily integrated into your existing suite of family safety products.

**Auto Device Identification**

Automatically detect and quarantine all unknown and suspicious devices in the home network, while only connecting devices that have been approved.

**Fast and Flexible Integration**

 Seamlessly deploy SafePath Home onto any router with a quick and flexible integration.

**SafePath Protection includes**

- Anti Phishing
- Realtime Updates
- Security Filtering
- Proactive Device Security
- Safe Browsing
- Customer Alerts – notification of threats

**SafePath allows integration with major Network Security partners and existing Security Systems for**

- Mobile
- Broadband
- Wi-Fi
- IoT Devices

**Protection Inside the Home**

SafePath Home router agent ported to various Linux / OpenWRT based router

- Linux agent for broadband and 5G routers.
- View usage, apply parental controls to any home device (laptops, gaming consoles, tablets).
- Easily identify connected devices in the home.

SafePath Home also supports devices without SafePath app installation as long as they can connect over Wi-Fi or Ethernet to the home router, such as personal computers, mobile tablets, and game consoles.

- The SafePathHome solution supports installation of Android and iOS-based App if needed, showing the family hub.

- SafePath Cloud Service with high availability
- Wi-Fi router / gateway integrated with SafePath Home agent connects to SafePath cloud services to allow management of parental control policy for user devices connected to the Wi-Fi Gateway.